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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION

The Model V 261 FAN-IN 4/FAN-OUT 16  is one unit wide VME module capable of reproducing
up to 4 NIM level input signals or an internal one (generated by a specific VME command) on 16 output
channels, in various I/O configurations.

The module can operate in LOCAL or REMOTE mode.

1.1 Principal characteristics

FRONT PANEL
Inputs 4 inputs adapted on 50Ω.

Standard NIM levels.
Minimum width: 11 ns.
Resolution between two pulses : up to 7 ns.

Outputs Standard NIM level.
16 coaxial outputs adapted on 50Ω.
Rising time ≤ 4 ns.
Falling time ≤ 3 ns.
Transit Time: 20 ns.
Output width = input width + 3 ns.
Dispersion of one channel to the other: ≤ 2 ns.

Display MAN red LED LOCAL mode confirmed.
DTACK green LEDdisplay of the module addressing lasting 1 ms.
PROG red LED REMOTE mode.
16 red LED LOCAL mode: 1 or 2, or 3 or 4 inputs => 16

outputs.
8 red LED LOCAL mode:  2 x 1 or 2 inputs => 8 outputs.
4 red LED LOCAL mode:  4 x 1 input => 4 outputs.

16 red LED diodes display the stored state of the outputs.

ORGANISATION
LOCAL mode:
In this mode all the outputs are put into operation.
The module can be organised as:
• a distributor of 1 or 2, or 3 or 4 inputs to 16 outputs
• two distributors of 1 or 2 inputs to 8 outputs
• four distributors of 1 input to 4 outputs
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REMOTE mode:
Any input can activate the outputs.
The module distributes the inputs enabled by the Organisation Register on the
outputs specified by the Configuration Registers.
The 4 Configuration Registers' outputs must be loaded by VME commands.
The Organisation Register must be written by VME commands.

VME INTERFACE
VME A24 D16 protocol
Base Address fixed by 4 internal rotary switches.
Read and write the Configuration Registers.
Read and write the Organisation  Register.
Generation of the 50 ns signal which will be distributed in REMOTE mode.
Read the module's identifier.
Read the manufacturer identifier.

POWER SUPPLY +5V 2.5 A
-12V 0.4 A
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SECTION 2 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

2.1 Introduction

The V 261 is a module designed to distribute up to 4 inputs in many outputs that can be activated
in REMOTE mode. In LOCAL mode, all the channels are activated. The inputs,  like the outputs are  NIM
level signals.

A switch on the front panel selects the mode. When the switch is off (LED PROG off) the LOCAL
mode is enabled after pressing the push button to confirm. At this point the user can select, by acting on
the corresponding switch, the number of outputs to be associated with inputs .

The  corresponding LED diode shows this option.
When the mode switch is on (LED PROG on) the module works in REMOTE mode. VME

commands  must give the information concerning the enabling of the inputs and of the internal signal to
the Organisation Register.

VME commands also give the information concerning the enabling of the outputs to the 4
Configuration Registers. Finally, one of them produces the internal VME signal.  The LED diodes
relative to the outputs, by their  lighting up,  indicate the  outputs which have been enabled on the arrival
of one pulse on the corresponding input.

2.2 Front panel
It conforms to the standard VME of one unit wide.  The 4 inputs and 16 outputs, the push button

to confirm the LOCAL mode, the PROG  16, 8 and 4 switches are all found on the front panel.  LED diodes
indicate the active position of these components. Other LEDs display the outputs configuration. Finally,
the DTACK diode signals if the module is well addressed.

2.2.1 Inputs
The 4 inputs are indicated in this way: I1; I2, I3, I4, and numbered from high to low. They are

equipped with 4 coaxial LEMO 00 connectors.

2.2.2 Outputs
They are indicated with the letter O and numbered from high to low from 1 to 16. They are equipped

with 16 coaxial LEMO 00 connectors.

2.2.3 Display
At the top of the panel a LED DTACK diode is found which lights up for about 1 ms each time the

module generates the DTACK signal on the VME bus. At the bottom, 4 LED diodes light up following
the position of the corresponding switch,  indicating the chosen option.

The MAN indicator is on in the case of LOCAL mode.

Finally, 16  LED diodes display the channels' configuration when a pulse has arrived. The minimum
width of the input signal must be 11 ns to allow the display of the configuration.

N.B. The LEDs operate as a "latch", i.e. they remain lit even if the arrived pulse is no more
present on the input connector.
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2.3 Internal organisation
The module is principally realised in TTL "AS" logic. It is represented in  diagram form in figure

1. The connections which correspond to the functioning connected to the fast electronics, are represented
with a single line; those corresponding to the VME access are represented with a double line.

VME BUS

VME PROTOCOL

VME INTERFACE

IDENTIFICATION         ADDRESS        FUNCTION DATA 4  ORGANISATION
           SWITCHES

REGISTERS        DECODING       DECODING         TRANSFER 1 PB      REGISTER

INTERNAL CONNECTIONS

INPUT LEVEL    8 SWITCH
SIGNALS TRANSLAT "OR" MATRIX 4 CONFIGURATION
4 COAX NIM->TTL 8 PAL REGISTERS

64 COINCIDENCES

OUTPUT LEVEL        16 CONFIGURATION
SIGNALS TRANSLAT       "OR" DISPLAY
16 COAX TTL->NIM 4 INPUTS

Figure 1- The principal elements of the V 261.

2.3.1 Inputs and translation of NIM/TTL levels
The NIM input connections are made by LEMO 00 type coaxial cables and are 50 Ω adapted . The

transistor 2N2369 (T17, T18, T19, T20) in common base configuration transforms the variation of its
emitter current ( 0÷16 mA) in a voltage pulse (3÷0V) to the ends of its collector resistance. This voltage
is applied to the eight "OR" logic gates (IC5, IC6).

2.3.2 Switch matrix
It is composed of 8 PAL20L8 (IC39÷IC46) and 64 gates (16 74AS32, IC19÷IC34). The PAL

outputs supply a logic state to the gates  allowing the enabling or disabling of the 16 outputs, as a
function of the Configuration Registers (74LS794, IC52÷IC59) of the Organisation Register
(74LS794, IC35) and of the state of the switches (IN1) and of the push button (PO1).

2.3.3 "OR"  outputs
They are 16 and have 4 inputs each. The OR function is realised with some 74AS21 (IC9÷IC16).

2.3.4 Outputs and translation of TTL/NIM level
The TTL/NIM level translation is made in two steps: a changing of the TTL levels in a zener diode

4, 7 V then a second level shifting with a pair of 2N2369 (T1÷T16, T20÷T36), of which a transistor is
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used as current generator. The output signal, available on the transistor collector, is 16 mA  and exits
on a coaxial connector. It gives a NIM pulse on a load of 50Ω.

2.3.5 Output configurations storage
The "OR" logic of the signals to distribute present on the IC4 output after delay and differentiation,

clocks in two latches type 74AS373 (IC7, IC8) the configuration of the output signals. The minimum
width of the input pulse must be 11 ns.

2.3.6 Configuration Registers
There are 4 registers of 16 bits. Each register is associated to an input. The used circuits for this

function are 74LS794. A "1" logic on the D15 VME enables the output 16, "1" logic on the D14 VME
enables the output 15, ........"1" logic on the D0 VME enables the output 1.

D15  D14  D13  D12  D11  D10  D9  D8  D7  D6  D5  D4  D3  D2  D1  D0
O16  O15 O14  O13  O12 O11 O10  O9 O8  O7  O6  O5  O4  O3 O2  O1

2.3.7 Organisation Register
This is an 8 bit register.

It enables or disables the signal (MSP) coming from VME in REMOTE mode, that has to be
distributed, on the outputs.

It enables the inputs (MI1, MI2, MI3, MI4) with the VME signal in REMOTE mode.

Finally, disabling the VME signal, it allows  the distrbution of an external signal in REMOTE mode.

By reading this register, the position of the PROG switch is contained on the D7 bit (Int). The
reading of the "1" logic means that the module is in LOCAL mode.

D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0
Int MSP MI4 MI3 MI2 MI1

2.3.8 Switches and push button
The PROG switch selects the LOCAL or REMOTE mode. The LED  diode, when alight,  indicates

that the module is in REMOTE mode.

In LOCAL mode, when  one of the diodes 16, or 8, or 4  is alight it determines the desired
configuration. This mode will be confirmed by pressing  the push button, then the MAN LED  diode must
light up.

2.4  Functions connected to the VME bus.
2.4.1  Addresses decoding

The MSB of the address (A23 to A4) are decoded in a sub system (see appendix A) which gives 16
enables (GR0÷GR15) and an output which signals that the base address is valid. The LSB (A3, A2, A1)
are applied through the receiver 74AS240 (IC49) to the EP910 IC18 (CDREP) which decodes the used
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functions. The Address Modifiers, AM5 to AM0, are treated with ADB, GR0, GR15 in the GAL (IC50)
which generates an IDEN signal sent to the EP910 of decoding. This also  produces the BERR signal
when an unused address group is accessed with a valid Address Modifier.

2.4.2 Function decoding
The available functions are decoded in the EP910. To elaborate these signals, the circuit uses the

R/W, ILWORD, IDS1, IDS2, IA1, IA2, IA3 signals which are the VME bus signals after passing through
the IC49 receiver, the signals ADB, GR0, GR15 coming from the address decoding subsystem and the
signal IDEN coming from the GAL.

2.4.3 Data transfer
The different registers communicate with the internal bus through three state circuits.

Data reading
The signals OE1÷5, CK1÷5, generated by the EP910, enabling respectively the 74LS794 (IC52÷IC59

and IC35), during a VME reading cycle of the different registers. They handle the storage in the
configuration and Organisation  Registers.

Identifier reading
The NCOMREG signal assures the connection on the internal bus of the PAL 16L8 (IC37, IC38)

which contain the identification words. The internal signals of the addresses IA1, IA2 and IA3 allow
toaccess  each of the three words at addresses $FA, $FC, $FE.

2.4.4 Protocol generation
A MELA signal generated by the EP910 assures the connection, in reading, of the internal bus on

the VME bus.

In answer to a valid operation, a DTACK signal is generated by an open  collector circuit IC51/2
and IC51/4 (74S38) which applies BDTACK on theVME bus. At the time of an invalid operation, the
BERR1 or BERR2 signals are generated by an open circuit collector IC51/1 (74S38) which applies
BERR on the bus. A DTACK signal triggers a monostable NE555 (IC3) which allows the display of this
signal lasting for about 1 millisecond on the LED diode DTACK situated on the front panel.

2.4.5 VME Interface
The module works in A24 D16 mode; this means that the module address must be within a field of

24 bits and that the data will be available in  16 bit words.

The used Address Modifiers allow the Standard addressing modes in Supervisor or User mode in
the space given.

The base address of the module is determined by 4 rotary switches situated on a sub system plugged
into the printed circuit.

This sub system decodes the 20 MSB, A23 to A24. The 16 bits A23 to A8 are used to define the
base address of the module and reserve in this way a page of 256 bytes for each module. The following
4 bits are decoded in a demultiplexer which gives 16 signals defining groups of 16 bytes.
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The Address map of the module V 261 is represented in figure 2.

• A write cycleat address BASE+$04 configures the register associated to the I1 input.
• A write cycle at address BASE+$06 configures the register associated to the I2 input.
• A write cycle at address BASE+$08 configures the register associated to the I3 input.
• A write cycle at address BASE+$0A configures the register associated to the I4 input.
• A write cycle at address BASE+$0C

 or
• A write cycle at address BASE +$0Din byte, loads the Organisation Register.
• An access at address BASE+$0E

or
• An access at address BASE+$0F in byte, generates the VME signal to distribute.
• A read cycle at address BASE+$04 reads the Configuration Register associated to I1.
• A read cycle at address BASE+$06 reads the Configuration Register associated to I2.
• A read cycle at address BASE+$08 reads the Configuration Register associated to I3.
• A read cycle at address BASE+$0A reads the Configuration Register associated to I4.
• A read cycle at address BASE+$0C

or
• A read cycle at address BASE +$0D in byte, reads the Organisation Register

The highest three words in the page are used for the identification of the module as in the
following table:

15 12 11 0
BASE+$FE  Version Module's serial N°(*)

15     10   9 0
BASE+$FC       Manufacturer N° Type of module (**)

 At the address BASE+$FA  two particular bytes are found confirming the presence of the identifier:

15            8  7 0
BASE+$FA $FA $F5

The BERR signal (bus error) will be generated for all cycles which address unused locations of the
page and for all the illegal accesses,  for example:

performing a VME cycle in writing when the PROG switch is badly positioned
performing a VME cycle in long word
performing a VME cycle in byte at the even address of the Organisation Register.

(*) 000010b
(**) 0000000001b
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2.4.6 Power supplies
The REP16N uses the voltages +5V and -12V supplied by the VME bus. The -5V used for the power

supply of the transfer of levels is made by an integrated regulator  MC7905 (RG1).
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SECTION 3: UTILISATION

3.1 Programming
Examples of possible programmes.
Let's suppose that the base address is $4001 in hexadecimals.

iden V 261
config1 reg equ $400104
config2 reg equ $400106
config3 reg equ $400108
config4 reg equ $40010A
organis reg equ $40010D
VME sig equ $40010F

move.w organis reg, D0 reading of the Organisation Register

After  reading  this register, if D7 VME = "0",  the programme can be launched, if not a BERR will
appear showing the user that the PROG switch is badly positioned at the time of the writing cycle.

Example 1: the module is handled entirely by VME. It is organised in 4 distributors of one input,
four outputs. Only the even channels of the outputs are enabled.

move.w #$000A, config1 reg outputs O2, O4 enabled
move.w #$00A0, config2 reg outputs O6, O8 enabled
move.w #$0A00, config3 reg outputs O10, O12 enabled
move.w #$A000, config4 reg outputs O14, O16 enabled
move.b #$1F, organis reg I1, I2, I3 enabled and authorisation of

VME sig
cycle tst.b VME sig start up of internal generator

jmp cycle

Example 2: the module distributes the signals coming from the front panel. It is organised in 2
distributors: one with 2 inputs I1, I2 and eight outputs. The other with 1 input I4 and eight outputs.
Only the odd output channels are enabled for the inputs I1, I4. For the input I2, the even output
channels are enabled.

move. w #$0055, config1 reg outputs O1, O3, O5, O7 enabled
move. w #$00AA, config2 reg outputs O2, O4, O6, O8 enabled
move. w #$0000, config3 reg disabled outputs
move.w #$5500, config4 reg outputs O9, O11, O13, O15 enabled
move.b #$0B, organis reg enabled I1, I2, I4; I3 and sig

VME disabled

Example 3: the module distributes the signals coming from the front panel. The module is
organised in a distributor of 4 inputs I1, I2, I3, I4, 16 outputs.
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The Configuration Register 1 enables the outputs O1, O5, O9, O13.
The Configuration Register 2 enables the outputs O2, O6, O10, O14.
The Configuration Register 3 enables the outputs O3, O7, O11, O15.
The Configuration Register 4 enables the outputs O4, O8, O12, O16.

move.w #$1111, config1 reg outputs O1, O5, O9, O13 enabled
move.w #$2222, config2 reg outputs O2, O6, O10, O14  enabled
move.w #$4444, config3 reg outputs O3, O7, O11, O15  enabled
move.w #$8888, config4 reg outputs O4, O8, O12, O16  enabled
move.b #$0F organis reg enables I1, I2, E3, I4 and VME signal

disabled

3.2  Initialisation
On power-up  in  LOCAL mode, the module can be found in two situations:

• ready to work with the MAN LED diode alight;
• in waiting. In this case an action on the push button or a "SYSRESET VME", puts it in a working
condition.

In REMOTE mode the user has  to read the Organisation Register, then load the various registers
according to the configurations he wants to carry out.
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APPENDIX A:
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SUB SYSTEM ADDRESS DECODER

The decoding of the base address of the module is realised by using  comparators 74AS688 and
hexidecimal rotary switches (ECCO 230057) on the lines A23 to A8 of the VME bus.

The address lines A7 to A4 are decoded into 16 groups of 16 bytes, by using 2 circuits (74LS138)
enabled by the base address (ADB).

The 3 remaining address bits (A3 to A1), and all the hand-shake signals of the VME bus, will
be treated in specific circuits (PAL or EP).

The BUS ERROR signal (BERR) must be set when all tentative addressing to an address that
aresponse on the DTACK line has not been foreseen.

In ........the figure of the ....is called "24 bits decoding"
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APPENIDIX B: ELECTRICAL DIAGRAMS
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